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Midsummerwreath 2017 

 

It’s soon Midsummer’s Eve which is an important holiday in Sweden. Usually we put real 

flowers in our hair, but being kind of, well extremely, scared of bugs and spiders I’m much 

more comfortable with a wreath made of yarn. This is yet another spin-off pattern from the 

brooch I made a few weeks ago. I’ve used the front of the flower, but instead of using a 

button in the middle I used yellow yarn for the first round. 

Material  

Garn: Scheepjes Catona. I’ve used green # 412 for the strip that the flowers are sewn to on 

both wreaths. 

The blue wreath: I made one flower in each of the following colors: 511, 247, 261, 201, 510, 
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173, 146, 397, 400, 402. Yellow # 249 for the middle of each flower.  

The pink wreath: I made 2 flowers in each of the following colors: 238, 222, 114, 256, 413. 

Yellow # 403 in the middle of each flower.  

Hook:  3,0 mm. 

Gauge: Not important 

Size: Fits a small adulthead or child. For larger size make a longer strip. 

Other stuff: Sewing needle and 3 stitchmarkers (to mark the middle of the strip and where 

the position of the two edge-flowers. 

Start:  

Crochet 10 flowers: 

With yellow Ch 4, Join with a sl st to form a ring. 

Round 1: In the ring: ch 3 (=1 dc, ch 1), *2 dc, ch1* repeat *-* 4 times. End with: 1 dc, ch 1, sl 

stin 2nd chain. (Total of 10 dc (5 pairs of dc) and chain 1 between each pair.) Cut thread, but 

make sure that one of these yellow threads is long enough to be used when sewing the 

flower on to the strip. 

Round 2: Change to main color: sl st in first dc in any dc-pair and chain one, (counts as the 

first 1 sc) *in next dc: (1 sc, 1 hdc, 1 dc, 1 tr, 1 dtr, 1 trtr) in next dc: (1 trtr, 1 dtr, 1 tr, 1 dc, 1 

hdc, 1 sc.) sk ch* repeat *-* 4 times, making a total of 5 petals. 
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The strip: 

With green: chain 160 and then make two rows of sc. Cut and sew in thread. 

 

Assembly: 

Weave in all ends of the flowers except the longest of the yellow ones. Mark the center of 

the strip with a stitchmarker or needle. Measure how far on the edges you can put flowers 

(and still be able to tie it to the head). Sew on the flowers to the strip using the yellow end. 

Done! 
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